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5 Claims. (C. 272-72) 

This invention relates to equipment for physical train 
ing, and aims at the provision of simple and effective 
means for rowing exercises. 
The invention consists in rowing-type exercising equip 

ment comprising a frame incorporating parallel side limbs, 
a seat, two supports beneath the seat, one adjacent to each 
side thereof, each support being formed of a pair of 
levers pivoted together scissors-fashion at an intermediate 
point of their length, the said seat being carried by the 
lupper ends of said pairs of levers, and the upper end of at 
least one lever of each pair being movable in relation to 
the seat, roller means mounted on the lower ends of said 
levers, running on the parallel side-limbs of said frame 
Serving as rails, pulleys mounted in said frame, a flexible 
cable running round said pulleys and looped round the 
said rollers mounted at the lower ends of said seat sup 
ports, one end of said cable being secured to a fixed point 
of said frame, and the other end of the cable being pro 
vided with gripping means to facilitate hauling on the 
cable by an operator sitting on said seat, in order to cause 
a scissors movement of said pairs of levers, and thereby 
lift said seat upwards from the said side-limbs of the 
frame. 
The invention will be clearly understood from the fol 

lowing description of one form (given, however, merely 
by Way of example, which it may assume, and this de 
cription will be more readily followed by reference to 
the accompanying drawing representing in side elevation 
one form of rowing machine in accordance with the in 
vention. 

In one form of rowing machine in accordance with the 
invention as shown in the aforesaid drawing a tubular 
base frame comprises two comparatively closely spaced 
parallel sides 57 with an upturned widened rectangular 
loop. 59 at the forward end, the frame being supported on 
splayed legs 58 at the front and rear ends respectively. 
The side limbs 57 serve as rails for wheels 61 at the 

lower ends of two pairs of scissors-lever supports 62 carry 
ing a padded framed seat 60. The upper ends of the sup 
ports 62 are movably connected to the sides of the frame 
by pin-and-slot connections, as illustrated. A cable 32, 
with handlebar 33, runs over pulleys 63, 64 on shafts 
mounted in the loop 59, and encircles, at 66, pulleys on 
the shafts of the two pairs of wheels 65 beneath the seat 
60. The rear end of the cable 32 is looped as at 65 over 
a cross-bar of the rear legs 58. 
When an operator seats himself on the seat 60, and 

pulls on the bar 33 and cable 32, in the manner of rowing 
practice, the cable 32 will first draw together the pairs of 
wheels 61 to rock the pairs of scissors levers 62 and thus 
lift the seat 60 with the operator thereon. 
The operator having thus raised the seat by the handle 

bar 33, may place his feet against the side limbs of the 
loop 59, or against footrests (not shown) secured there 
to, and is then in a position to perform the conventional 
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rowing operation by pulling on the handlebar 33 while 
sliding the seat 60 on the rails 57 in the usual manner. 
From the above description it will be seen that the in 

Vention provides a simple and effective rowing machine 
for physical training, but it should be understood that the 
invention is not limited solely to the details of the forms 
described above, which may be modified, in order to meet 
various conditions and requirements encountered, without 
departing from the scope of the invention. 
What we claim is: 
1. Rowing-type exercising equipment comprising a 

frame incorporating parallel side limits, a seat, two sup 
ports beneath the seat, one adjacent to each side thereof, 
each Support being formed of a pair of levers pivoted to 
gether scissors-fashion at an intermediate point of their 
length, the said seat being carried by the upper ends of 
said pairs of levers, and the upper end of at least one lever 
of each pair being movable in relation to the seat, means 
connecting the lower ends of the two forward levers, fur 
ther means connecting the lower ends of the two rear 
Ward levers, said means and said further means each hav 
ing portions to run on said parallel side limbs, said means 
and said further means each having intermediate por 
tions for receiving a cable thereover, pulleys mounted in 
said frame, a flexible cable running around said pulleys 
and looped around said intermediate portions of said 
means and of said further means, one end of said cable 
being secured to a fixed point of said frame, and the other 
end of the cable being provided with gripping means to 
facilitate hauling on the cable by an operator sitting on 
Said seat, in order to cause a scissors movement of said 
pairs of levers, and thereby lift said seat upwards from 
the said side-limbs of the frame. 

2. Equipment according to claim wherein said frame 
is formed at its forward end with an upstanding loop, 
and a cable pulley is mounted in said loop. 

3. Equipment according to claim wherein said frame 
is Supported above the ground by splayed feet at its ends. 

4. Equipment according to claim 1 wherein the fixed 
point of the frame to which one end of said cable is se 
cured is formed by a crossbar at the rear end of the 
frame. 

5. Equipment according to claim 1 wherein the frame 
is formed of metal tube. 
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